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THAT’S
WHO WE
What does that mean?
It is important to understand that not all
real estate professionals are REALTORS®.
The bar is set high when you become
part of a network of over 1.3 Million
members nationwide.
Home buyers put their trust in you to be
the expert and professional guiding them
through the home buying process.
Beyond the Code of Ethics there are a
set of REALTOR® Etiquette & Professional
Courtesy tips to promote good business
practices. It is our hope that this
information will serve you well as a
guideline for your career success!
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1. Always follow the “Golden Rule”. Treat others as you
would like them to treat you.
2. Real Estate is a reputation business; show courtesy,
trust, and respect all.
3. Communicate with all parties in a timely manner.
Respond promptly to inquiries and requests for
information.
4. If a prospective buyer decides not to view a home,
promptly explain the situation to the listing broker and
the owner, if present.
5. Present a professional appearance at all times in your
dress and vehicle.
6. Advise clients of other brokers to direct questions to
their agent or representative.
7. Communicate clearly; do not use jargon the general
public does not readily understand.
8. Be aware of and respect cultural differences.
9. Promise only what you can deliver, meet all deadlines,
and keep your promises.
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SHOWING THE
PROPERTY
1. Schedule appointments as far in advance as
possible. Call if you are going to be delayed or
must cancel an appointment.
2. Always identify yourself and your company
when inquiring about a property and when
talking with another REALTOR®.
3. Punctuality and courtesy go hand-in-hand.
4. Use the sidewalks and remove shoes and boots, when
appropriate (such as bad weather and seller requests).
5. When showing a home, always ring the doorbell and knock
before entering. Knock and announce yourself before entering
any closed room.
6. Be responsible for open house visitors. Keep your party
together during showings.
7. When you enter someone’s home, be considerate of the seller’s
property - do not allow anyone to eat, drink, or smoke.
8. Never criticize property in the presence of the occupant.
9. If occupants are home during a showing, ask permission
before using the telephone or bathroom.
10. Never allow buyers to enter property unaccompanied.
11. Don’t discuss financial details, terms, or price with another
broker’s client.
12. Be courteous if another agent is showing the property when
you arrive.
13. Leave your business card, or sign the showing register, when
showing properties.
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AFTER THE SHOWING
1. If sellers are present, inform them when you are
leaving after a showing.
2. Make sure that the house is left the way that you
found it. Replace key in lockbox and make sure it
is locked.
3. If you are the showing agent, call the listing
broker to advise of any inaccuracies in the listing
information, and report anything that appears to
be wrong with the property.
4. Respond to feedback requests as soon as possible.

PRESENTING THE OFFER
1. The selling agent should deliver an offer to purchase
along with buyer qualifications and money deposit
to the listing agent in a timely manner.
2. The listing agent should present an estimate of
“seller’s net proceeds” when presenting all offers and
counter-offers.
3. The listing agent should explain all details of the
terms of the offer to the seller.
4. The listing and selling agent should communicate
and distribute the results of final documents to all
parties as soon as possible.
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AFTER THE SALE
1. It is extremely important for the listing and selling agents to remain
as cooperative liaisons between the seller and buyer to ensure a
smooth settlement.
2. Listing and selling agents should keep each other informed of any
problems or complications that develop with contract contingencies in
a timely manner.
3. Prepare all extension when necessary, not at the last minute.
4. Resolve all conflicts and problems prior to settlement.

These practices are common sense, they are important tools to
use to maintain a professional environment for respect to all those
involved, sellers, buyers, and REALTORS® alike. These guidelines
are voluntary and not part of the mandatory Code of Ethics.
For more information of Code of
Ethics training, visit
www.rrar.com/codeofethics.
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